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Welcome to this edition
of Conway’s Connections!
We’re always trying to address the topics that matter most to our clients. In this magazine,
we share our insights on both financial and personal issues. In this edition, you’ll discover:
•

Personal notes from our team members

•

Thought-provoking articles

•

A celebrity interview with Dr. Joel Fuhrman

•

Important market updates

We hope you enjoy!
The Conway Wealth Group team

MICHAEL CONWAY

“We’re 3 for 3!” my wife, Leslie, cheered as our
youngest son, Luke, was handed his diploma
during his commencement ceremony at High
Point University this past May. It’s both a
frightening and exciting time as he ventures out
of the college bubble and into the “real world.”
While we are proud and thrilled to be the
parents of three college graduates, we were
really excited about the end of college tuition
bills! I have to say that even with the best
planning, the day you write that final check
is a glorious one indeed. Until, that is, you start
to discuss what to do with the “extra” money.
Leslie votes for an RV trip. I vote for cows.
It’s been two years now and we are starting to
feel a bit more like official farmers, although I
don’t think Leslie’s been inside the chicken coop
yet. We added some Soay sheep from Scotland
this year and, with a little coaxing, I can get one
or two to eat out of my hand. I’m working on
trying to get a few cows on the property, and
I think I’ve almost convinced Leslie.
Leslie enjoyed another season of tennis, and
she broke a 70 playing golf this year! On 9
holes. She has met some wonderful new
friends and is having a great time competing.
Paddle season is almost upon us, and at that
point, she will disappear claiming that it’s
completely addictive. The best part is that she
used to despise the winter, and now can’t wait
to get out into the cold and play.
Allison has had quite an amazing year. She
spent three and a half months in Southeast

Asia visiting Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Laos. She received her PADI
advanced dive certification diving in the Raja
Ampat islands off New Guinea. I didn’t sleep
much that week. She and her friend then
purchased a motorcycle to drive from Ho Chi
Minh City to Hanoi, which accounted for more
sleepless nights. She managed all of it; the
language barriers, different currencies, exotic
foods, lack of air conditioning and even
bathrooms at times, staying in hostels, and
booking and traveling on all modes of transportation imaginable. Her experiences have taught
her so much about herself and the world in
which we live. When she got home, she got
a job as the communication director for The
Nantucket Project. She spent the summer in
Greenwich, CT in preparation for the conference
held on Nantucket at the end of September.
Zach loves his job at Conway Wealth Group
but will begin the best job ever as a new dad
in December. Meghan is expecting and we are
all ecstatic. Baby girl Conway will be a most
welcome addition, and preparations are under
way! Meghan is teaching Kindergarten again
this year, but will take some time off when the
baby arrives sometime around Christmas.
Leslie and I are so looking forward to
grandparenthood! We’ve heard from many
that it is one of life’s greatest joys.
So, just when we get everyone out and clear
the attic and basement of years of kids and
stuff, it’s time to go buy car seats and high
chairs and portable cribs again.

HOW A MODERN FAMILY CAN

CUT OUT CONFLICT AND
CREATE A LEGACY
We’ve all seen our fair share of fights over Thanksgiving
dinner and every other family function. Millions of us tune
in to TV shows like Modern Family on a weekly basis to
watch our own lives play out on screen.
ZACHARY CONWAY
As we witness our versions of Claire and Phil Dunphy

that our well-being runs deeper than the dollars and

fight over how best to cook the turkey, we all relate

cents in our bank accounts. Since money weaves

to these common threads of complex families dealing

through almost every aspect of life, families need to

with the same kind of dynamics. Most important, we see

come together to discuss individual goals, fears, and

how unified families can endure difficult moments and

preferences to find common ground.

resolve conflict.

Michael Conway
President and Chief Executive Officer
Conway Wealth Group LLC

No matter the size of wealth, forgetting to discuss finances

Most families agree that money tests the strength of our

or establish a unified plan can cause family ties to unravel

relationships more than any other issue. Still, we forget

under the strain of financial stress.
Continued on page 6
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A BETTER WAY TO

ORGANIZE ANDMANAGE
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Technological advances have made it possible for financial advisors to offer their clients the ability to manage data
digitally. At Conway Wealth Group, we work with eMoney, a Fidelity-owned financial technology firm, to provide clients
with secure digital access to financial accounts and any other records. Beyond the benefit of document storage, the
portal captures the entirety of a client’s financial picture, which eliminates the need to log in to multiple online accounts
for information on a credit card, checking account, investment portfolio, etc.

We work with eMoney to provide clients with
secure digital access to financial accounts
and any other records.
Once a portal goes live, our clients and approved family

•

Valuables inventories. Maintain information 		
about valuables. These may include art, books, 		
coins, memorabilia collections, and other items.

•

Key contacts. Create an emergency contact 		
list with the names of family members, doctors, 		
financial advisors, attorneys, insurance agent(s), 		
and anyone else who you may need to contact.

•

Key date reminders. Keep track of birthdays, 		
anniversaries, deadlines, enrollment dates, and 		
other information.

members can log in at any time using a secure computer
or mobile device to access personal, health, legal,
financial, retirement, insurance, and other records or
accounts remotely. Information that can be linked to the
portal includes:
•

NANCY CHUNG

During 2017, Americans endured a devastating series of
natural catastrophes – flooding from excessive rainfall,
super cell thunderstorms accompanied by tornadoes,
and Hurricanes Harvey and Irma.

•

•

•

Among many survival tips, government and social media websites recommend safeguarding personal and financial
records. For some people, that means collecting and storing birth certificates, titles, statements, and other records
in plastic bins on high shelves or in attics. Meanwhile, people with personal portals can connect to key accounts and
store critical data online.
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•

Financial accounts. Access checking, 		
investment, retirement, pension, credit card, 		
and other financial accounts. Linked accounts 		
are updated every business day.
Assets and liabilities. Capture an accurate net
worth by inputting balance sheet details like the 		
value of a home, mortgages, car payments, etc.

Whenever key documents are kept online, security

Financial reports. Select and review financial 		
information in the format you prefer. Available 		
report formats include net worth, expense 		
history, and portfolio performance.

please contact us.

Budget and spending reports. Review 		
income and expenses anytime, anywhere (set 		
up through your spending data monitor).
Key documents. Store copies of wills, trusts, 		
insurance policies (life, health, property and 		
casualty), health insurance I.D. cards,
passports, and other critical data.

is critical. eMoney has data protection policies in place.
If you would like to discuss these security measures,

While a personal portal can provide access to financial
accounts and key documents during a natural disaster,
having data at your fingertips can make all the difference
in many other instances. For example, you could access
health insurance and financial records if a family member
suffers a medical emergency far from home. In general,
account aggregation can help day-to-day household
finances run more smoothly, save time, and enhance your
overall efficiency and effectiveness in daily life.
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HOW A MODERN FAMILY CAN CUT OUT
CONFLICT AND CREATE A LEGACY
Roy Kozupsky, partner at New York

children to understand the meaning of

Plan Beyond breaking down our family

City-based law firm Moses & Singer LLP,

wealth beyond the numbers. “My legacy

bonds, choosing to ignore the need for a

is a national thought leader and counselor

family clients understand that true wealth

to ultra-wealthy families that dedicate

unified financial plan often results in the

isn’t measured by the size of a balance

themselves to perpetuating shared values,

disintegration of wealth. Many studies

sheet,” Kozupsky explains. While parents

businesses and philanthropic missions.

must teach children how every financial

In an emerging discipline known as legacy

decision affects the bottom line, they must

planning, counselors like Kozupsky enable

also address the powers and responsibili-

legacy families to unite and flourish now

ties that come with money, particularly how

and in future generations. While Kozupsky

families can properly use wealth as a tool to

works with a very specific client base, many
of the fundamental challenges he addresses
arise from human emotions we see in

enrich life and the lives of others through
philanthropy.

PERSONAL NOTES

indicate this trend of diminishing wealth
across generations. A plan that addresses
the needs of each member serves as a sort
of governance rulebook to follow in making
future financial decisions. Kozupsky points

KIM KUSHEL

ZACHARY CONWAY

NANCY CHUNG

So far, 2017 has been a great year. In

As surreal headlines scroll across our TV

In reading a short article titled, “Priceless

out that plans shouldn’t just include

March, our family took our biennial trip to

screens, it’s always important to remind

Advice from Older Americans,” I found 20

financial strategies for things like taxes,

Hilton Head, SC. While there, we chartered

ourselves to turn off the news and refocus on

gems to live by.

investments, and insurance. Instead, these

a boat and went deep sea fishing. The

the things that truly make us happy. For me,

conditions could not have been more

that means spending time with family. This

families across the wealth spectrum.

Talk Financial success and finding

blueprints can define how a family will

I spoke with Kozupsky to better understand

happiness for all family members often

continually communicate and engage in the

perfect. We caught about ten fish, and as

summer, Meghan and I spent a long

how family dynamics play a role in our

comes down to communication. Even

process. In particular, planning around

an added bonus, we saw a hammerhead

weekend enjoying the beach in Cape May

wealth and well-being. Through his

when we know that avoiding money issues

philanthropic efforts can create a rallying

shark! Later that spring, we visited my

with Meghan’s parents. We also joined the

expertise and my experience as an advisor,

creates crippling stress within a family,

point for families. Mutually deciding how

family in Baltimore and caught an Orioles

Conway family in the Adirondacks for a week

I’ve found that modern families that educate

we stay silent as to not offend or create

money can benefit the lives of others helps

game while in town. My husband and I also

of fishing, canoeing, reading, and napping.

each other, talk openly, and create a unified

controversy. In sitting down to discuss

to define financial responsibilities across the

plan can live purposeful lives and create a

family values and financial matters, families

generations.

lasting family legacy regardless of the size

can uncover individual concerns that would

of their balance sheet.

otherwise go unaddressed. Younger family

As we watch fictional families like the

of the city.

members shouldn’t wait for mom and dad

Dunphys deal with drama, remember to

As fall rolls around and our kids begin to

sides of the family. Needless to say, our

Educate Families can avoid a lot of conflict

to book a family meeting. There’s nothing

recognize that millions of others connect

settle back into their daily routines of

parents are very excited to meet their

by simply creating an open dialogue about

wrong with taking the initiative to get people

with the same stories. We all have conflict

school and sports, I have been trying to

granddaughter. Meghan and I look forward to

all aspects of their financial situation. Many

talking.

in common, but rarer are those that follow

impart the importance of being kind and

all the joy—and challenges—she will bring.

the lead of the TV characters who address

accepting of others and to include those

and resolve these problems. In choosing

who may be sitting alone or seem unsure

to educate, talk, and plan, families can

of themselves. While these actions may

children misunderstand money because
families like the Dunphys tend to over-par-

Kozupsky says acting as the catalyst for

ent on some issues yet forget to discuss

conversation proves far more valuable for

finances at all. In not understanding the

client families than drafting documents like

effects of our choices with money, children

wills and trusts. “Most advisory service

are more likely to make detrimental

providers in law and finance make money

a legacy. “Ultimately, a true legacy family

decisions like accruing too much debt,

on transactional stuff that doesn’t get to the

buys into the idea that they are stronger

making irrational investments, or losing

heart of why a family like the Vanderbilts

together,” says Kozupsky. Even better,

$900 trying buy fake IDs like Haley on

lost all their wealth,” says Kozupsky. Just

families together can enjoy Thanksgiving

Modern Family. On the other hand, financial

like at the end of every episode of Modern

without a fight.

education empowers us to take ownership

Family, resolution only comes when the

and make responsible, reasoned choices.

family finally comes together to peaceably

More important, parents can educate

talk through the problem.

reconcile differences, unite, and create

A version of this article appeared on Forbes.

went to New Orleans during Jazz Fest and
saw many wonderful musicians play. We
thoroughly enjoyed the history and sites

seem simple, they do require effort and
confidence, and I believe that anyone who
practices these behaviors will lead happier,
richer, and more fulfilling lives.
Wishing all the best to you and your family
for a happy and healthy year ahead!

Soon, spending time with family will take on a
new meeting, as Meghan and I are expecting
our first child (a girl!) in December. Our
daughter will be the first grandchild for both

A few months ago, Meghan started her sixth
school year as a teacher. Having previously
taught fourth and fifth graders, this year
marks her second year teaching Kindergarten. She’s loved working with different
grades in both New York and New Jersey,

One of them is “experience new things,”
so I have decided to visit new places and
learn about different cultures each year. In
October, I embarked on a small ship cruise
to the Italian, French, and Spanish Riviera,
starting out in Rome and concluding the trip
in Barcelona.
This has been a transitional year for my
family. My sisters are identical twins. One
sister recently moved to San Diego with her
husband and her twin will follow by the end
of this year. My niece relocated to Davis,
California for veterinary school, and my
nephew moved to start a residency
program in pharmacy in North Carolina.
This year has certainly had its share of
uplifting and turbulent news. I hope you
and your family are doing well and writing
the script for the next fulfilling chapter in
your lives.

but she’s excited to spend some time at
home when the baby arrives.
Time continues to fly for me at Conway Wealth
Group as I continue to gain valuable experience from colleagues and in working with
clients. I’m still excited to get to work every
day to continue building a client-focused
business that will last well into the future.
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE
MILLENNIALS

GEN X
3%

BOOMERS

4%

6%

4%

0%

2%

3%

7%

11%

8%

13%

25%

18%

SILENT

9%

36%

11%

45%

9%

48%

14%

24%
30%

DONATE MONEY

20%

31%

VOLUNTEER

DONATE GOODS

SPREAD THE WORD

Gen X matured in a changing world: the

to an individual or group they know or one

Vietnam War ended, the Berlin Wall tumbled,

that has been recommended by friends or

and technology advanced. Millennials, born

family. When you look at the numbers 2 :

from about 1981 to 1997, came of age during
the financial crisis and the Great Recession.
Gen Z includes the first digital natives.

FUNDRAISE

ADVOCATE

• 60% of Millennials made charitable
contributions in 2016
• $481 was the average contribution

MILLENNIAL GIVING:
IT’S NOT YOUR PARENTS’ PHILANTHROPY

Millennials’ attitudes toward money reflect
their life experiences. For instance, they tend
to distrust established financial institutions,
but remain optimistic about the future and
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those contributions
• 38% gave to children’s charities

willing to embrace new ways of doing things.

• 33% gave to health charities

They’ve changed business by introducing the

• 28% follow beneficiaries of their gifts

sharing economy. They’ve changed borrowing and investing with peer-to-peer lending
and equity crowdfunding. They’re even

Every generation has unique experiences that shape the character
of its members. The Silent Generation, individuals born before 1946,
lived through or experienced the aftermath of the Great Depression
and World War II. Baby Boomers came of age during the Civil
Rights Movement with the Cold War as a backdrop.

• 3.3 charities, on average, benefited from

changing philanthropy.
Millennials “not only give money, but will also
volunteer and lend the force of their own
social networks to a cause they believe in,”
reported The New York Times.1
While older generations often opt to contribute
to a formal charitable organization and trust

on social media
• 50% share information online about the
charities they support
A relatively small percentage of Millennials
has begun to take advantage of donor-advised
funds, but the younger generation tends to
recommend higher grant dollars, on average,
than older donors, according to a Vanguard
survey.

that it will get their money to people and

Keep your eyes on Millennials. They’re

causes in need, Millennials prefer to give

reshaping giving.

1

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/06/giving/connections-to-a-cause-the-millennial-way-of-charity.html

2

https://www.blackbaud.com/nonprofit-resources/generational-giving-report-infographic
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Gross Domestic Product (right)
Real Gross Domestic Product (left)
S&P 500© (right)

product (GDP), which reflects the value of all goods
and services, represents one of the most important
indicators analysts use to predict stock market activity.
From 1947 through the second quarter of 2017, GDP
growth averaged 3.22%.3 Since the Great Recession,
GDP growth has hovered around 2%. Some see slow
4

growth as a boon, others do not.

ARGUMENT ALWAYS EXIST

The Bullish Case: It’s a “Goldilocks” economy.

21,000

7.5

18,000

5.0

Percent Change from Preceding Period

AND BEARISH

U.S. gross domestic

15,000

2.5

12,000

0.0

9,000

-2.5

6,000

-5.0

Billions of Dollars , Index

BOTH A BULLISH

U.S. economic growth

3,000

-7.5

0

-10.0
2008 Q1

2009 Q1

2010 Q1

2011 Q1

2012 Q1

2013 Q1

2014 Q1

2015 Q1

2016 Q1

2017 Q1

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

The U.S. continues to grow slowly and steadily,
as shown by the blue area on the chart. Global
economic recovery supports economic expansion

VICTOR MACCAGNAN

fred.stlouisfed.org
U.S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis, Gross Domestic Product [GDP], retrieved from FRED, Federalmyf.red/g/eVmV
Reserve
Bank of St. Louis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GDP, September 1, 2017. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC,
S&P 500© [SP500], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org/
series/SP500, September 1, 2017.

and a bull market, which may persist for several

The Bullish Case: Unemployment data doesn’t tell

more years.5

Like Newton’s Third Law of Motion, every market analyst must contend with an equal and opposite analyst. In other words,

the whole story. The number of people actively

both a bullish and a bearish argument always arise when it comes to forecasting the financial markets. Bulls, of course,

The Bearish Case: Although recent GDP growth

seeking work is lower than historic norms, so

are optimistic about stock market prospects, while bears are pessimistic.

has accelerated, wage growth has been disap-

unemployment may not be as low as it seems.

pointing. Slow growth is likely to reduce demand

If wage growth and inflation remain low, central banks

Both bulls and bears rely on many different data points to support their positions. Sometimes, these analysts can

for investment and drive interest rates lower. A low

look at the same data and infer completely contradictory market predictions. Let’s take a look at how that works.

may be slower to end economic stimulus programs,

rate environment limits the tools available to the

and that’s good for stocks.7

Federal Reserve. It may not be able to respond
effectively to an economic shock, which could

Unemployment and inflation

11

Many economists

believe there is a ”natural rate” of unemployment at
which inflation remains stable. The Federal Reserve
targets 4.5% unemployment and 2% inflation. Recently,

Percent , Percent Change from Quarter One Year
Ago

lead to recession.

Civilian Unemployment Rate
Personal Consumption Expenditures excluding Food and Energy (chain-type price index)

6

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
2008

unemployment hovered around the Fed target, but
inflation remained stubbornly below. Bulls and bears
interpreted the data differently.

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Sources: BEA, BLS

myf.red/g/eWKD
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Personal Consumption Expenditures excluding Food and Energy
(chain-type price index) [BPCCRO1Q156NBEA], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BPCCRO1Q156NBEA, September 2, 2017.
fred.stlouisfed.org

Continued on page 12

Sometimes, analysts can look at the same
data and infer completely contradictory
market predictions.
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3

Trading economics [https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/gdp-growth]

4

Ibid.

5

The Economist Intelligence Unit [http://country.eiu.com/united-states]

6

San Francisco Federal Reserve President John Williams [http://www.frbsf.org/our-district/press/presidents-speeches/williams-speeches/2017/june/global-growth-slump-causes-consequences/]

7

The Economist [https://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21727050-policymakers-have-spent-half-century-search-natural-rate-unemployment]
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BOTH A BULLISH AND BEARISH ARGUMENT ALWAYS EXIST

PERSONAL NOTES

The Bearish Case: Low unemployment creates
higher demand for workers. High demand and limited
supply should push wages higher, but that has not
yet been happening. Productivity has also been
historically low. The Fed has already been increasing
the Fed funds rate to fight inflation. If the Fed gets
their timing wrong, that could cause inflation.8

Stock Valuations

One way to measure the

value of a stock is the price-to-earnings (PE) ratio. PE
indicates how much an investor must pay for one dollar
of a company’s earnings. In mid-2017, the trailing
12-month PE for the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index was
21.4. Investors were willing to pay more than $21 for
one dollar of earnings. That’s quite a bit more than
they’ve been willing to pay in the past, as you can see
in the chart.

FactSet.com [https://insight.factset.com/hubfs/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20
Insight/EarningsInsight_090117.pdf]

While it can be fascinating to read the opinions of bulls
and bears, it’s important that long-term investors don’t
give them too much weight. Trying to time the market
or make bets based on “expert” opinion is most often

JAKE PIASECKI

VICTOR MACCAGNAN

SHARON FULGENZI

What a great year with the Conway Wealth

If you were to ask my family where our

As I look back on 2017, I feel blessed

Group family! Getting to know the team on

happy place is, we would say the Jersey

and grateful for many events. I was fortunate

a personal level has been a true pleasure.

Shore! As each summer passes by, I see

to be able to take a trip with my daughter

As we steer clients toward aligning life and

Victor and Brianna enjoy it even more than

to Milan, a city that holds a special place

wealth, it is great to see that our staff

the previous one. This year, there were

in her heart. It was a priceless vacation; one

adheres to these very principles. Through

many crabs and snappers right in our

I will always cherish. I was challenged to

leisure, personal achievements, and family

backyard. We even managed to catch

hike atop the villages of beautiful Cinque

activities outside of work, the team

an enormous eel that ended up getting

Terre. We attended a beautiful opera

certainly practices what we preach!

trapped in the crab cage. Every time

together at La Scala, certainly a night

I see them on the dock fishing, I think of

to remember. I loved the food, the culture,

my childhood down there. Victor picked

the shopping, and most importantly, the

up where he left off last summer, riding the

precious time we spent bonding and

waves at the beach, while Brianna enjoyed

learning.

The Bullish Case: Valuations are high, but stocks

a loser’s game. Instead, the most important factor to

are not overpriced relative to other opportunities.

consider when constructing a portfolio is liquidity. How

During 2017, the rate for a 10-year Treasury bond

much money will you need and when will you need it?

was about 2%, so investors were paying about

From there, an advisor can help determine an investor’s

While committed to finding better ways to

$50 for $1 in interest income. In comparison,

appetite for risk and tailor the portfolio accordingly. As the

provide exceptional service, we make sure

stocks looked attractive. Steady economic growth

bulls and the bears fight it out on the street, long-term

to take time for ourselves. In the spirit of

and improving corporate earnings mean stock

investors with diversified portfolios can tune out the noise

cultural travel, my family and I explored Italy

prices could keep rising for a while.9

and get back to enjoying life.

this fall. Starting in Rome, we ventured

The Bearish Case: When PE ratios are at historic
highs, the market is overvalued and investors
should be wary. As a bearish rule of thumb, stocks
with high PE ratios are likely to provide investors
with below average returns.10
Bulls and bears are always willing to passionately

south through the Amalfi coast. Having
studied in Rome as an abroad student

building castles in the sand. We celebrated
Josephine’s birthday with a couples
getaway to Atlantic City.

I continue to watch my son grow and
flourish with his life. I feel joy in being able
to guide and teach him in a different way

in my college years, it was very exciting

I played the most golf I have ever played

than when he was a child. We moved to

to be back.

in a season, but I am still very inconsistent.

a new home this year and have grown

It is something that I will not give up on!

as a family. We learned that we work very

While it is great to experience the world,
I have also found great reward in giving

The summer ended with a trip to Montauk

well as a unit, which makes me very proud.

back in my local community. Through

with six of my college friends. We refer

Time certainly is a gift to be treasured. Two

argue their opinions. Unfortunately, they don’t have

joining the Big Brothers Big Sisters of

to it as our annual “Mancation.” We golfed

of my goals are to value and respect every

a very good track record when it comes to forecasting

America program, I became a mentor

at Montauk Downs, visited the Montauk

single moment and strive to continue to

downturns. Research from the International Monetary

to an 11-year-old Jersey City resident.

Brewery, and enjoyed some good meals

learn and grow positively as a person.

Fund (IMF) into the success of private sector forecasters

Having been the youngest of three boys

together. It’s always a fun time when we

found, “The record of failure to predict recessions is

growing up, it is a bit of a role reversal,

get together.

virtually unblemished.” 11

but has been an excellent and impactful
experience as a Big Brother.

8

Forbes [https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2017/03/17/fed-tightening-has-frighteningly-high-correlation-to-subsequent-recessions/#19342e114b99]

9

The Wall Street Journal [https://www.wsj.com/articles/are-stock-prices-dangerously-high-it-depends-how-you-look-at-it-1502071980]

I wish you a strong and healthy finish to the

10

The Economist [https://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21727899-historically-high-valuations-equities-complicate-task-analysts-struggle]

11

Financial Times [http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/14e323ee-e602-11e3-aeef-00144feabdc0.html?ft_site=falcon&desktop=true]

year and all the best in 2018!

I wish you all a year full of joy, peace, and
love with plenty of quality time.

Last year I looked forward to football
season, but being that I am a Jets fan,
this year not so much.
Wishing everyone a fantastic end to 2017
and great beginning to 2018!
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We all worry about money. In fact, it’s the No. 1 stressor
among Americans, according to the American Psychological
Association. Still, we should recognize that our anxieties
often run deeper than the dollars and cents in our
investment portfolios. Many other areas of life beyond
the numbers like our relationships, our sense of freedom,
and where we live help to define our happiness.

In particular, many of us overlook the importance of our health. While we may have a financial plan in place, we don’t
always have a plan to ensure our physical wellbeing. Very often, this oversight dramatically affects our ability to live
fulfilling lives.
For more than 25 years, Dr. Joel Fuhrman has led patients to lose weight and reverse heart disease, diabetes,
autoimmune diseases, chronic pain syndromes, and other diseases using a nutrient-dense, plant-rich eating style he
calls the Nutritarian diet. As a board-certified family physician, president of the Nutritional Research Foundation, six-time
New York Times best-selling author, and frequent television guest, Dr. Fuhrman continues to bring these life-saving
nutritional methods to people around the world.
In his hundreds of radio and television appearances, including PBS, The Dr. Oz Show, The Today Show, and Good
Morning America, Dr. Fuhrman has educated millions about the benefits of healthy eating. Dr. Fuhrman understands that
protecting our health helps to ensure we can live to enjoy the wealth we’ve created over a lifetime. He passionately lives
this ideal in his personal life as he leads others to do the same. We sat down with Dr. Fuhrman to talk about aligning
wealth and health.

ALIGNING WEALTH AND HEALTH
AN INTERVIEW WITH EXPERT NUTRITIONIST

JOEL FUHRMAN, M.D.

You’re clearly passionate about nutrition
in your personal life and with patients.
What do you think led you to become
a professional in this particular area
of medicine?
When I was young, my father was sick, overweight, and in
pain. I watched him go from doctor to doctor until one day
he brought home some health and nutrition books. We read
them together, and I got enthusiastic about him improving

of my excitement about nutrition. Then I started dating my
wife. She was planning to go to medical school, and I asked
her why she’d want to go to a school just to learn about
giving people pills for dietary-induced problems. She said
that if I was that passionate about nutrition, I should go too.
So, I went to medical school with the specific purpose of
being a specialist in nutritional medicine. I’m grateful for this
career because it’s incredibly rewarding to watch people
transform their health. I see diabetics break free from

his health. Later, I was on the United States world figure

diabetes and people with heart disease relieve chest pains.

skating team. I was third in the world in pairs figure skating

We’re giving people the hope, the tools, and the skills to get

with my sister in the 1970s. We were always looking to

rid of diseases like arthritis, multiple sclerosis, and psoriasis.

improve our performance and our stamina, so we read a lot

Nutritional excellence is powerful, miraculous stuff, and it’s

of nutrition books and tried to eat right. I started thinking

incredible to help transform lives. Now, having my television

about going back to school to become a physician because

shows on PBS, we can reach millions of people.
Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 15

Many people start nutritional programs
as part of a diet. Is your program right
for people other than those looking
to lose weight?

of what Americans eat, are exceedingly dangerous. On
top of that, people are eating fast foods fried in reheated
oils that contain rancid, carcinogenic compounds. Studies

I want everyone to know that they don’t have to have a

show that just one serving of french fries a week increases

heart attack, stroke, or dementia as they get older. People

the later life risk of breast cancer by 26%. I think that many

have a right to know this information and make the choice

more people would embrace healthy eating if they truly

for themselves. We’re living in an age when nutritional

knew about the real dangers of these foods and how to

science has made incredible advances. People can live

make delicious alternatives.

longer and stay in great health. Sure, those who are
overweight are at a higher risk for things like cancer, heart
attack, and depression. But a normal weight doesn’t free
you from risk. The small fraction of Americans living at a
normal weight often do because of other health risks like
smoking cigarettes, alcoholism, depression, or auto
immune conditions. We have a ubiquitous health care
problem in America and a very sickly population eating
itself to death with a disease-causing diet. People who
learn about making healthy eating taste good and
understand what constitutes a healthy diet most often
make better decisions. I think beyond reading, writing,
and arithmetic, curriculums in schools should include
nutritional science. It’s the most critical information
in defining our health destiny.

We tend to think we generally understand
how the things we eat every day can
affect us. What are some of the most
significant things we don’t realize about
the standard American diet?
A lot of people accept the fact that junk food, processed
foods, and fast foods can lead to obesity, diabetes, and
heart attack. However, I don’t think people see these
foods as primary drivers of cancer or mental illness.
Meanwhile, studies show that just two servings of
commercial baked goods a week increase your risk of
developing depression by 51%. Low-nutrient, high-glycemic foods like bagels, croissants, donuts, and cookies
rush into the bloodstream and raise the glucose level,

People often think it’s too difficult
to begin and sustain any type of rigid
nutritional program. How do you change
that paradigm and get people to fully
embrace these concepts?
Food is powerfully addictive. Companies make foods very
palatable, highly flavored, and loaded with calories that
rush into the bloodstream. These foods alter the brain and

diabetes, cholesterol, and blood pressure, maybe doctors

snips the wire to your dashboard so you can’t see the light

would finally tell people to drop 50 pounds, eat salad and

flashing anymore. The ACCORD study found that people

vegetable bean soups, and walk a mile every day. I call

with more doctor visits to control glucose for diabetes had

prescription pads permission slips. In giving you a pill to

higher morbidity and mortality. We’re seeing that the drugs
themselves have detrimental effects. In fact, blood

just providing emotional security and empowering you to

pressure medications cause cancer! One study showed

start to feel anxiety and fatigue like with cocaine or any

stay 50 pounds overweight and to keep eating fried foods.

women on calcium channel blockers for 10 years or more

other addiction. I don’t underestimate the difficulty

Under the best scenario, medical care only decreases

had almost double the risk of developing invasive breast

involved in breaking away from these foods. People might

heart attack risk by 10 or 15%. I’m talking about decreasing

cancer. Doctors don’t fully discuss side effects and

even initially feel worse when they eat healthier. They

the risk by 100%! It’s like when you take your car to

instead overemphasize the benefits. People don’t change

might not like the taste of the healthy food for the first

the mechanic because the oil light comes on. Instead

their lives as a result.

month or so. It takes time to retrain the taste buds.
I published a study in the Nutrition Journal that showed
that those that adopted this program eventually liked the
flavor and the taste of their new diet as much as the old.
If we fully educate people about the long-term benefits
of healthy eating and the dangers of what they’re currently
doing, they’re actually going to enjoy eating more. They’re
not going to lose pleasure in life, but gain pleasure. They
don’t have to count out thimble-sized portions of food and
stay on a diet the rest of their lives because the body
desires fewer calories when you flood it with nutrients.
We find that most people will make the change when they

As advisors, we know things beyond money can affect our finances and our
enjoyment of life. How do you think nutrition and overall health play a role
in our financial lives?
What good is being economically well off if you don’t have your health and, therefore, can’t fully enjoy life?
The food doesn’t taste so good once you’re in the coffin. Poor health hinders you from not only enjoying your wealth,
but from creating it in the first place. People don’t recognize that poor eating lessens their ability to concentrate,
make good decisions, and perform well. Life becomes generally problematic because food addiction preoccupies
us and keeps us from addressing other issues. Addictions take over the brain and become the overriding decision
maker, making you less capable of being a good parent, employee, or boss.

realize that food has taken control of their lives.

grow and promote cancer. At the same time, the food

My answer is controversial because the medical profession

signals dopamine in the brain, which makes you addicted.

is so highly respected. But the third leading cause of

CONWAY’S CONNECT IO N S

of checking the oil, the mechanic takes wire cutters and

lower your cholesterol and blood pressure, doctors are

that feed the fat to grow. It also fuels abnormal cells to

ic, meaning it promotes the growth of new blood vessels

death in America is medical care. If we never had drugs for

give people a sense of pleasure. If you don’t eat them, you

We all want to live longer, healthier lives.
Do you think prescribed medications
have helped or hurt that mission?

which creates an insulin response. Insulin is proangiogen-
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These processed foods, which have become about 60%

At Conway Wealth Group, it’s our mission to guide families toward
Aligning Life & Wealth®. We believe you embody that ideal by creating
balance between life and wealth for yourself and for your patients.
With that in mind, we’d like to present you with the 2017 Conway
Wealth Group Aligning Life & Wealth® Award.
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Millennials have redefined the meaning of work as we
break away from the corporate trends of generations
past. In fact, a 2015 Deloitte report found that 54% of
Millennials had started or had planned to start their own
businesses by year end.

THE TOP 5 PERSONAL

FINANCE RULES

FOR MILLENNIAL ENTREPRENEURS

Countless personal finance articles offer retirement

Rather than hiring a human, some Millennials have started

planning advice for our generation, but the guidance

to use new do-it-yourself investing and planning apps that

doesn’t always apply to the more than half of us that will

disrupt traditional planning. While these tools offer a

seek self-employment rather than a traditional career

streamlined and intuitive experience for the masses, they

track. A recent Motley Fool article explored how young

lack the most critical component of advice: personal

people manage their finances for the future and found

accountability. Using a faceless app, you won’t feel as guilty

that we are “at a real risk of outliving retirement savings.”

about going against the long-term plan. You won’t worry

While this is true for our generation across the board,

as much about overspending, forgetting to sign your will,

young entrepreneurs require more tailored financial advice

or disregarding life insurance. The best advisors harness new

to build personal wealth and reach financial security.

technologies while still providing personal, individualized advice.

In my experience working in a family-owned business

Pay Yourself

and advising Millennials, I’ve seen first-hand the chal-

Inherently fixated on building successful companies, some

lenges young entrepreneurs face in trying to balance their

entrepreneurs forget to take care of themselves. Unfortunately,

personal life and wealth while reaching goals independent

failing to ensure your own financial security can lead to

from the companies they run. To help our growing group

broader problems for your business. As the business

of fellow entrepreneurs, I’ve compiled my top 5 personal

generates revenue, think about paying yourself a portion

finance rules for Millennial moguls looking to avoid the

of proceeds. Of course, you shouldn’t take capital out of the

Motley Fool prediction.

company before paying employees, paying the bills, and
putting a plan in place to pay down debt. As soon as you can

ZACHARY CONWAY

Hire Professional Advisors

account for these costs, a fixed-dollar salary will allow you

As a financial advisor, I know Millennials procrastinate

to create a more systemized personal budget and long-term

when it comes to hiring financial professionals. While the

savings plan. Just like corporate employees should methodically

American Psychological Association ranks finances as

save in retirement plans like 401ks, the self-employed can

the top stressor among Americans, we tend to avoid the

use the tax benefits of 401k alternatives like solo 401ks,

things that most affect our wellbeing. Just like avoiding

simplified employee pension plans and savings incentive

the doctor when you have a nagging cough, seemingly

match plans.

benign financial problems left untreated can cause

Paying yourself will also give you a clearer picture of your

heartache down the line. On top of basic planning needs

company’s profitability. Without considering all of your

like creating a personal budget and savings schedule,

expenses, you’ll never know when you need to make

entrepreneurs must contend with the more complex

important changes to the cost structure to ensure the

financial needs of their businesses. Accountants, lawyers

company succeeds. Beyond the math, the emotional toll

and financial advisors can help you define your needs and

of a personal financial burden will hinder any entrepreneur

goals while creating a plan for you and your company.

from effectively running a business.
Continued on page 20

Accountants, lawyers and financial advisors
can help you define your needs and goals while
creating a plan for you and your company.
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Continued from page 19

THE TOP 5 PERSONAL FINANCE RULES
FOR MILLENNIAL ENTREPRENEURS

PERSONAL NOTES

FIND US
ONLINE

trends that can guide your next move, like
cutting costs in areas or deploying more
capital in others.

Conquer Your Debt
Emerging from college debt laden can deter
entrepreneurs from beginning and

Separate Personal From
Business
There’s a big difference between investing

succeeding in their own businesses. If not

CAROLYN SCHNEIDER

MATT JORGENSEN

managed correctly, an entrepreneur’s

Conway Wealth Group will always have

My family and I have had an incredible year.

personal debt can cripple his or her

a special place in my heart. I started

I’ve started my final year at Marist College,

company. As with all other areas of planning,

working for Michael Conway in December

and my brother, who’s now a junior in high

paying down debt comes down to creating

2004, and my last day was at the end of

school, has started the college search

and sticking to a system. While it’s important

this October. Although I liked many

process. We are at very different points in

to eliminate high interest rate debt from your

aspects of the job, I enjoyed two the most.

life, and I look forward to providing him any

personal balance sheet, don’t overextend
but about ensuring you can align your ideal

First, I loved making courtesy calls. Our

assistance and answering any questions he

by paying down a huge lump sum if you

life and your wealth.

clients were always surprised and happy

may have about what lies ahead.

and the business can’t truly afford to do so.

to hear from me when I called or emailed

In years the business does particularly well,

them just to check in or to ask if they

have a plan for what additional payments

needed us to do anything for them. They

you should make on top of the scheduled

couldn’t believe that in this day and age

amount.

Michael felt that it was important enough

in your business and how you should invest

Maintain Your Books

personal assets. Too often, young

Nothing hurts worse than failing in business

entrepreneurs attach their future livelihood

because of growth. As you build your

to the success of the companies they run.

company, hire more people, and handle

While entrepreneurs should of course use

more projects, you’ll inevitably need to

While debt certainly affects your financial

their money to finance their day-to-day

manage more moving parts. Unfortunately,

reality, managing the emotional aspect of

passions, a lack of diversification creates

entrepreneurs often focus on big picture

debt can be just as important to success.

unintended risks to long-term financial

expansion and forget to address the details.

College debt in particular can feel so

security. Beyond a budgeting and savings

Come tax season, they’re left scrambling to

daunting that any aspiration of financial

plan, self-employed Millennials should

piece together something that may or not

freedom seems inconceivable. With a

build diversified, long-term investment

pass IRS scrutiny. From the start, your

realistic game plan, true entrepreneurs turn

Although I hate saying goodbye to the

portfolios that will grow separate from a

deliberate surveillance of company money

seemingly deterring factors like debt into

Conway Wealth Group, I am looking

business. With any luck, you will have

should reflect how you’ve created a

motivation.

forward to enjoying my retirement and

created both a successful company and

structured budget for yourself.

to have someone touch base with them
periodically and not to wait for them to call
us for help. The second part of my job
that gave me great satisfaction was when

My family and I enjoyed another vacation
in beautiful Banff, Alberta in the Canadian
Rockies. We chilled by the pool, scaled
mountains through a Via Ferrata, and
everything in between. I am so fortunate to
experience moments like this with my family
almost every summer. This was my 17th
summer in Banff and I am only 21 years old.

a client called with a problem that I could

I am now even closer to fulfilling my dream

help him or her resolve.

of working in the financial services industry

having the freedom to travel and spend

because of another exceptional summer
at the Conway Wealth Group. I have
learned so much from everyone, and they
never fail to make me feel like part of the

more time with my family and friends.

Just like the best financial advisors, top

my peers have found fulfillment in building

There are some things that I want

accountants use modern technology to

and growing companies. By adhering to

to experience that I’ve never had the

Most important, taking money off the table

provide simpler, less stressful ways to keep

these basic rules, young entrepreneurs can

opportunity to do before. I look forward

and letting it grow in unrelated investments

track of assets while providing personalized

stress less over money, focus on the more

to what lies ahead and to keep in touch

will allow you to spend more time on the

advice. In working with a professional and

rewarding parts of the business and, most

with my Conway Wealth Group friends.

things you love. At its core, financial

sitting down to review the flow of money

importantly, live a more fulfilled and

and I wish you all a prosperous and healthy

planning should not be just about the math,

through your business, you’ll begin to notice

financially secure life.

2018.

when you choose to retire.

Find the entire series and
subscribe to our channel at
www.youtube.com/user/
ConwayWealthGroup.
Don’t forget to follow us
on Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn.

team. I am so grateful for having this

As a Millennial, I’m proud that so many of

a steady source of income to use if and

Our video series offers
news you can use. In quick
clips, Michael and Zachary
Conway offer insights and
tips that help people avoid
financial planning mistakes,
stay up-to-date on economic and market events,
and live a life beyond the
numbers.

opportunity the past two summers, and
I hope I can use the experience I’ve gained
to eventually help people align life and wealth
like the Conway Wealth Group does so well.
I hope everyone had a memorable 2017,

A version of this article appeared on Forbes.
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RISE OF THE

independently and beyond the purview of central banks. Nasdaq News explained, “One of the best things about

CRYPTOCURRENCIES

cryptocurrency is that…you totally own it.” 13
As virtual currencies have gained prominence, taxation has become a concern for governments. In the United States,
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) established tax guidelines indicating that virtual currencies should be treated
as property, but significant questions about valuation and documentation have yet to be answered.14
During 2017, owners of cryptocurrency suffered volatility. In the first half of the year, cryptocurrencies appreciated rapidly.
In aggregate, they tripled in value.15 Consequently, people didn’t want to spend their coins and tokens for fear of missing
out on appreciation.16
Then, during the latter half of the year, the value of cryptocurrencies dropped sharply when China banned Initial Coin Offerings
(ICOs) that start-ups were using to sell currency units.17 Bloomberg reported:
“[The People’s bank of China] said digital token

about capital flight and organized crime. This will not

financing and trading platforms are prohibited from

stop speculators and enthusiasts, but will limit their

doing conversions of coins with [government issued

potential to create the powerful network effects that

currency]. Digital tokens can’t be used as currency on

would make them a useful parallel currency.” 19

the market and banks are forbidden from offering
services to initial coin offerings.” 18
The start-ups had already completed 65 ICO projects,
raising the equivalent of almost $400 million, according to

How much is a 10 dollar bill worth? It all depends on

that regulate the formation of currency, verify the transfer

how you look at it. On the one hand, if you consider the

of funds, and provide some degree of anonymity for users.

materials and labor required to make the bill, the answer

The Economist described an early cryptocurrency in

is “about 11 cents.” On the other hand, if you use the bill

this way:

to purchase goods, the answer is “$10 worth of products

“…[units of the cryptocurrency] are mathematically

and services.”

generated as the computers in this network execute

In reality, money doesn’t have value of its own. What money

difficult number-crunching tasks…The mathematics

can buy at a given point in time determines its value. For

of the [cryptocurrency] system were set up so that it

centuries, people have embraced the concept of currency

becomes progressively more difficult to “mine” [units]

because it’s easier to exchange paper bills or small metal

over time, and the total number that can ever be mined

coins for goods and services than it is to trade cattle, bars

is limited...There is therefore no way for a central bank

of gold, or giant stone disks.

to issue a flood of new [units] and devalue those

The latest innovation in money is cryptocurrency, which

already in circulation.” 12

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission recently
ruled that ICOs may be securities offerings, subject to its
oversight and regulation.

Bloomberg.

While proponents espouse the benefits of cryptocurrencies,

China isn’t alone in its concerns. The Financial Times

including improved transaction security and elimination of

cautioned:

middlemen, there clearly are reasons to be cautious. Each

12

“…as cryptocurrencies grow, we should expect more

cryptocurrency is unique to its network, and gains value

central bankers to look to outlaw or crimp their use.

only if the network attracts enough users to remain viable

This will be most acute in markets that are worried

and liquid.

The Economist. ‘How Does Bitcoin Work?’ April 11, 2013. [http://www.economist.com/bitcoinexplained]

13

Nasdaq News. ‘The Benefits of Using Cryptocurrency.’ February 27, 2017. [http://www.nasdaq.com/article/the-benefits-of-using-cryptocurrency-cm753571]
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15

The Economist. ‘A surge in the value of crypto-currencies provokes alarm.’ May 18, 2017. [https://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21722235-bitcoin-far-only-game-town-surge-value-crypto-currencies]

16

Lucinda Shen. ‘Morgan Stanley Says Investors Shouldn’t Buy Bitcoin. They Should Spend It.’ Fortune.com. July 12, 2017. [http://fortune.com/2017/07/12/buy-bitcoin-morgan-stanley-cryptocurrency/]

17

Robert Guy. ‘3 Must Read Stories: North Korea “Begging for War”, China Slams Bitcoin, Google Hires in China.’ September 4, 2017. [http://www.barrons.com/articles/3-must-read-stories-north-korea-begging-for-		
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is a digital form of cash. Unlike the bills and coins we spend

One of the main differences between cryptocurrencies and

every day, central banks don’t issue cryptocurrencies. They

other currencies is that central banks, like the U.S. Federal

18

Lulu Yilun Chen and Justina Lee. ‘Bitcoin Tumbles as PBOC Declares Initial Coin Offerings Illegal.’ September 4, 2017. [https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-04/china-central-bank-says-initial-coinofferings-are-illegal]

are created using computer networks, code, and algorithms

Reserve, issue most legal tender. Cryptocurrencies operate

19

Huw van Steenis. ‘The penny drops for central banks on cryptocurrencies.’ September 6, 2017. [https://www.ft.com/content/c8da512a-92dd-11e7-83ab-f4624cccbabe]
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Recommendations expressed may not be suitable for all individuals. You should not rely exclusively on the information in this presentation.
Independent research of the risks involved should be conducted. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult
your financial advisor prior to investing.
CONWAY WEALTH GROUP, LLC LLC is owned by Michael W. Conway who offers securities and investment advisory services through
Summit Equities, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC, and financial planning services through Summit Equities Inc’s affiliate Summit Financial
Resources, Inc. 4 Campus Drive, Parsippany, NJ 07054. Tel. 973-285-3600 Fax 973-285-3666 Direct Office Tel. 973-285-3640
This market commentary is an advertisement. The commentary concept has been developed by the Conway Wealth Group LLC at Summit
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